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This book positions imagination as a central concept which increases the understanding of daily
life, personal life choices, and the way in which culture and society changes. Case studies
from micro instances of reverie and daydreaming, to utopian projects, are included and
analysed. The theoretical focus is on imagination as a force free from immediate constraints,
forming the basis of our individual and collective agency. In each chapter, the authors review
and integrate a wide range of classic and contemporary literature culminating in the proposal
of a sociocultural model of imagination. The book takes into account the triggers of
imagination, the content of imagination, and the outcomes of imagination. At the heart of the
model is the interplay between the individual and culture; an exploration of how the
imagination, as something very personal and subjective, grows out of our shared culture, and
how our shared culture can be transformed by acts of imagination. Imagination in Human and
Cultural Development offers new perspectives on the study of psychological learning, change,
innovation and creativity throughout the lifespan. The book will appeal to academics and
scholars in the fields of psychology and the social sciences, especially those with an interest
in development, social change, cultural psychology, imagination and creativity.
The coronavirus pandemic has upended local, national, and global food systems, and put the
Sustainable Development Goals further out of reach. But lessons from the world’s response to
the pandemic can help address future shocks and contribute to food system change. In the 2021
Global Food Policy Report, IFPRI researchers and other food policy experts explore the impacts
of the pandemic and government policy responses, particularly for the poor and disadvantaged,
and consider what this means for transforming our food systems to be healthy, resilient,
efficient, sustainable, and inclusive. Chapters in the report look at balancing health and
economic policies, promoting healthy diets and nutrition, strengthening social protection
policies and inclusion, integrating natural resource protection into food sector policies, and
enhancing the contribution of the private sector. Regional sections look at the diverse
experiences around the world, and a special section on finance looks at innovative ways of
funding food system transformation. Critical questions addressed include: - Who felt the
greatest impact from falling incomes and food system disruptions caused by the pandemic? - How
can countries find an effective balance among health, economic, and social policies in the face
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of crisis? - How did lockdowns affect diet quality and quantity in rural and urban areas? - Do
national social protection systems such as cash transfers have the capacity to protect poor and
vulnerable groups in a global crisis? - Can better integration of agricultural and ecosystem
polices help prevent the next pandemic? - How did companies accelerate ongoing trends in
digitalization and integration to keep food supply chains moving? - What different challenges
did the pandemic spark in Asia, Africa, and Latin America and how did these regions respond?
Assuming no prior knowledge, the second edition of Foundations of Economics introduces students
to both microeconomic and macroeconomic principles. This is the ideal text for foundation
degrees and non-specialist courses for first year undergraduates.
Economies of Death: Economic Logics of Killable Life and Grievable Death examines the economic
logic involved in determining whose lives and deaths come to matter and why. Drawing from eight
distinct case studies focused on the killability and grievability of certain humans, animals,
and environmental systems, this book advances an intersectional theory of economies of death. A
key feature of late-modern capitalism is its tendency to economically order certain human and
nonhuman lives and environments, while appropriating and commodifying certain bodies and spaces
in the process. Spanning the social sciences and humanities in its contributions and scope,
each chapter shows how living beings and places are stripped down to the calculus of their end,
with profound ethical and political implications for these entities and the world around them.
From the genocide in Cambodia to the way some animals are considered ‘pets’ and others ‘food’;
from September 11, 2001 and Afghanistan to the politics of redemption for prisoners and exracehorses in Kentucky, these case studies draw from and develop an enriched understanding of
bio- and necropolitics, posthumanism, killability and grievability. In drawing together the
objectification of humans, animals and environments (and the power-laden hierarchies that
maintain this objectification), this volume highlights how death across these subjects informs
and responds to broader geo-economic processes. This book aims to examine the reach of
economies of death across such diverse subjects, challenging readers to consider the every-day
calculus they make in determining whose lives mean more and why.
The Declaration of Independents
Contributions from social and cultural psychology
A History of the Hawthorne Experiments
Bringing the Science of Lean to the Art of Selling
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Critical Animal Geographies
Russian Cinema

Diasporas and Diplomacy analyzes the exercise of British ‘soft power’ through the BBC’s foreign language services, and the
diplomatic role played by their diasporic broadcasters. The book offers the first historical and comparative analysis of the
‘corporate cosmopolitanism’ that has characterized the work of the BBC’s international services since the inception of its
Empire Service in 1932 – from radio to the Internet. A series of empirically-grounded case studies, within a shared analytical
framework, interrogate transformations in international broadcasting relating to: colonialism and corporate
cosmopolitanism diasporic and national identities public diplomacy and international relations broadcasters and audiences
The book will be of interest to students and scholars of sociology and anthropology, media and cultural studies, journalism,
history, politics, international relations, as well as of research methods that cross the boundaries between the Social Sciences
and Humanities. It will also appeal to broadcast journalists and practioners of strategic communication.
This book is the first legal geography book to explicitly engage in method. It complements this by also bringing together
different perspectives on the emerging school of legal geography. It explores human–environment interactions and showcases
distinct environmental legal geography scholarship. Legal Geography: Perspectives and Methods is an innovative book
concerned with a new relational and material way of examining our legal-spatial world. With chapters examining natural
resource management, Indigenous knowledge and political ecology scholarship, the text introduces legal geography’s modes
of analysis and critique. The book explores topics such as Indigenous environmental rights, the impacts of extractive
industries, mediation of climate change, food, animal and plant patents, fossil fuels, mining and coastal environments based
on empirical, jurisdictional and methodological insights from Australia, New Zealand and the Asia-Pacific to demonstrate
how space and place are invoked in legal processes and contestations, and the methods that may be employed to explore these
processes and contestations. This book examines the role of legal geographies in the 21st century beyond the simple “law in
action”, and it will thus appeal to students of socio-legal studies, human geography, environmental studies, environmental
policy, as well as politics and international relations.
"Understanding Trust in Organizations: A Multilevel Perspective examines trust within organizations from a multilevel
perspective, bringing together internationally renowned trust scholars to advance understanding of how trust is affected by
both macro and micro forces, such as those operating at the societal, institutional, network, organizational, team, and
individual levels. Breaking new ground by bringing together an interdisciplinary group of scholars, Understanding Trust in
Organizations synthesizes and promotes new scholarly work examining the emergence and embeddedness of multilevel trust
within organizations. It provides a much-needed integration and novel conceptual advances on the dynamic interplay between
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micro and macro levels that influence trust. This volume brings new insights on how trust in groups, networks, and
organizations form, and why employees can differ in their trust of leaders and teams. Providing rich and nuanced insights on
how to develop, maintain, and restore trust in the workplace, Understanding Trust in Organizations is a critical resource for
scholars, graduate students, and researchers of Industrial and Organizational Psychology, as well as practitioners in fields
such as Human Resource Management and Strategic Management"-ESSENTIALS OF MARKETING RESEARCH, 6E, provides a concise, yet complete guide to the design, execution, analysis,
and reporting of marketing research to support smart business decisions. Covering essential principles and techniques in a
streamlined, engaging way, the text equips students with the core knowledge and skills needed to manage marketing research
effectively. This proven text provides valuable business context while introducing both traditional research methods, such as
designing questionnaires, and the latest technological advances, including current data collection devices, basic data analysis
tools, practical approaches to data analytics, and the impact of social media and artifactual online data. Designed specifically
for instructors who prefer a concise introduction to marketing research topics, the Sixth Edition of this trusted text features
updates based on recent trends and technology, including an increased emphasis on ethical and international issues,
reflecting their growing importance in modern marketing research. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
A Multilevel Perspective
Keyhole Factory
Global Marketing
Katharine and R. J. Reynolds
A Study of Sino-African Exchanges
Rethinking Creativity
What motivates workers to work harder? What can management do to create a contented and productive workforce? Discussion of these
questions would be incomplete without reference to the Hawthorne experiments, one of the most famous pieces of research ever conducted
in the social and behavioral sciences. Drawing on the original records of the experiments and the personal papers of the researchers, Richard
Gillespie has reconstructed the intellectual and political dynamics of the experiments as they evolved from the tentative experimentation to
seemingly authoritative publications. Manufacturing Knowledge raises fundamental questions about the nature of scientific knowledge, and
about the assumptions and evidence that underlay debates on worker productivity.
For beginners or polished pros. Actors need representation: they need managers to help guide them through the process of becoming
working actors. Or do they? Self-Management for Actors guides actors through the process of taking control of the business side of their
careers. There is no secret method, no password entry system to the Working Actor's Club. What does exist is a simple, self-management
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concept that allows any actor to handle the business of an acting career without losing the ability to be a creative artist. Balance is key, and
the tips in Self-Management for Actors will put every actor on the way to having the best manager they deserve: themselves!
Andrew Gillespie's Economics for Business is the perfect introduction to all of the key economic concepts business students need to know.
Crystal clear explanation and a dynamic writing style are complemented by unrivalled learning support to motivate students to get to grips
with the fundamentals of economics, and to highlight the business relevance of what they're learning. Opening case studies discuss real
challenges faced by well-known businesses including Amazon, Facebook, and Five Guys; and invite students to reflect on how these specific
issues apply elsewhere. Frequent business insights throughout each chapter reinforce the business relevance of economic theories, bringing
them to life every step of the way. Particular support is provided for mathematical concepts: assuming no prior knowledge, the book walks
students through the maths to develop their confidence in tackling quantitative material, before asking them to apply what they've just learned
to real business data. Other features are designed to produce highly employable business graduates. The 'you, the manager' feature prompts
critical thinking by putting the reader in the shoes of a decision maker, while research tasks in each chapter cultivate essential report writing
and information assimilating skills.
This study directs attention towards a South-South dimension of knowledge transfer: specifically, China's educational exchange programs for
Africa.
Burnout Among Social Workers
Getting Down to (show) Business
Economic logics of killable life and grievable death
Understanding Trust in Organizations
Feminist Economics and Public Policy
Economies of Death
"Strategic, comprehensive, and concise, the fifth edition of this popular textbook introduces students to the important
concepts of global marketing today, and their managerial implications. Increasingly, marketing activities must be
integrated at a global level. Yet, the enduring influence of culture requires marketers to adapt local strategies in light of
cultural differences. Global Marketing takes a strategic approach, recognizing the need to address both the forces of
globalization and those of localization. Key updates include: Extensive real-life examples and cases from developed and
emerging markets, including Africa, Latin America and the Middle East; New topics such as digital distribution options,
the participation of customers, and the rise of social media, including Twitter, Facebook and TikTok; Updated exploration
of often overlooked topics, such as China's state-owned enterprises, the importance of diasporas as target markets, the
threat of transnational criminal organizations to legitimate marketers, and new tensions among trading partners; A
stronger recognition of the need for a growth mindset, value orientation, and innovation. Written in a student-friendly
style, this fully updated new edition continues to be the textbook of choice for students of global marketing"-For 'ethnic minorities' in Britain, broadcast TV provides powerful representations of national and 'western' culture. In
Southall - which has the largest population of 'South Asians' outside the Indian sub-continent - the VCR furnishes Hindi
films, 'sacred soaps' such as the Mahabharata, and family videos of rites of passage, as well as mainstream American films.
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Television, Ethnicity and Cultural Change examines how TV and video are being used to recreate cultural traditions within
the 'South Asian' diaspora, and how they are also catalysing cultural change in this local community. Marie Gillespie
explores how young people negotiate between the parental and peer, local and global, national and international contexts
and culturess which traverse their lives. Articulating their own preoccupations with television narratives, they both
reaffirm and challenge parental traditions, formulating their own aspirations towards cultural change. Marie Gillespie's indepth study offers an invaluable survey of how cultures are shaped and changed through people's recreative reception of
the media.
Critical Animal Geographies provides new geographical perspectives on critical animal studies, exploring the spatial,
political, and ethical dimensions of animals’ lived experience and human-animal encounter. It works toward a more radical
politics and theory directed at the shifting boundary between human and animal. Chapters draw together feminist,
political-economic, post-humanist, anarchist, post-colonial, and critical race literatures with original case studies in order
to see how efforts by some humans to control and order life – human and not – violate, constrain, and impinge upon others.
Central to all chapters is a commitment to grappling with the stakes – violence, death, life, autonomy – of human-animal
encounters. Equally, the work in the collection addresses head-on the dominant forces shaping and dependent on these
encounters: capitalism, racism, colonialism, and so on. In doing so, the book pushes readers to confront how humananimal relations are mixed up with overlapping axes of power and exploitation, including gender, race, class, and species.
Gastronomy is the art and science of good eating and drinking: a concept that extends outwards to embrace wider notions
of tradition, culture, society and civilisation. This book provides a rigorous, well researched and much needed treatment of
the subject, systematically outlining: * the development of European gastronomic tradition, and the social, economic,
philosophical and geographical contexts of change * the experiences, philosophies and relative contributions of great
gastronomes, past and present * the interplay of traditional and contemporary influences on modern gastronomy * the
relationship between gastronomy and and travel and tourism * salient issues of nutrition, food hygiene and health
promotion Taking an all-encompassing look at the subject of gastronomy past, present and future, 'European Gastronomy
into the 21st Century' uses example menus and case studies to demonstrate the theory. It also provides an insight into the
business arena, using key destination restaurants to illustrate management techniques and marketing issues. Accessible
and highly structured, the book guides the reader through its wide-ranging and thought-provoking content.
Cybercrime
Key Issues and Debates
Writing Center Research
Platforms, Content Moderation, and the Hidden Decisions That Shape Social Media
Gillespie Global Marketing Plus Wall Street Journal Fifteen Week Subscription Card Plus Blackboard Web Ct Second
Edition
South-South Transfer
ÔThis is an especially timely publication, given the current metamorphosis of politics in the Middle
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East and North Africa. ...zlem Sandõkcõ and Gillian Rice are to be congratulated for having sensed the
need for a Handbook that will alert marketers to the vast market opportunities offered by Muslim
consumers. It is essential to become attuned to the values and principles of Islamic cultures that will
drive consumption, product and service choices, brand preference, and brand loyalty in coming years.
The scholars who have contributed to this Handbook come from many different backgrounds to offer a
kaleidoscope of research and recommendations on how best to serve this previously overlooked segment of
consumers who make up a quarter of world markets.Õ Ð Lyn S. Amine, Saint Louis University, US ÔThis
ambitious and timely collection will be enormously valuable to readers in the practice and study of the
growing field of Muslim marketing and branding. Essays range expertly across key sectors (notably
finance, food, and fashion) and territories (of Muslim majority and minority population). Contributors
elaborate the diversity of Muslim experiences, beliefs, and practices that must be taken into account
by marketing professionals seeking to exploit this newly recognized market. Academic authors provide
helpful postscripts for marketers, making clear the links between their nuanced historicized
understanding of contemporary transnational, global, and local forms of Muslim identity and practice.
This book provides an essential guide to those who study and those who participate in Muslim branding
and marketing.Õ Ð Reina Lewis, London College of Fashion, UK The Handbook of Islamic Marketing provides
state-of-the-art scholarship on the intersection of Islam, consumption and marketing and lays out an
agenda for future research. The topics covered by eminent contributors from around the world range from
fashion and food consumption practices of Muslims to retailing, digital marketing, advertising,
corporate social responsibility and nation branding in the context of Muslim marketplaces. The essays
offer new insights into the relationship between morality, consumption and marketing practices and
discuss the implications of politics and globalization for Islamic markets. This comprehensive Handbook
provides an essential introduction to the newly emerging field of Islamic marketing. It is invaluable
for researchers and students in international marketing who are interested in the intersection of Islam
and marketing as well as those from anthropology and sociology studying Muslim consumers and
businesses. The book also supplies vital knowledge for Muslim and non-Muslim business leaders
generating commerce in Islamic communities.
First published in 1993. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Everywhere in America, the forces of digitization, innovation, and personalization are expanding our
options and bettering the way we live. Everywhere, that is, except in our politics. There we are held
hostage to an eighteenth century system, dominated by two political parties whose ever-more-polarized
rhetorical positions mask a mutual interest in maintaining a stranglehold on power. The Declaration of
Independents is a compelling and extremely entertaining manifesto on behalf of a system better suited
to the future--one structured by the essential libertarian principles of free minds and free markets.
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Gillespie and Welch profile libertarian innovators, identify the villains propping up the ancien
regime, and take aim at do-something government policies that hurt most of those they claim to protect.
Their vision will resonate with a wide swath of frustrated citizens and young voters, born after the
Cold War's end, to whom old tribal allegiances, prejudices, and hang-ups about everything from hearing
a foreign language on the street to gay marriage to drug use simply do not make sense.
The Mediterranean space, defined by a major sea, a large number of littoral countries and to some
extent their hinterlands, is at the same time an interface between Europe, Africa and Asia. This brings
complex challenges in terms of achieving peace and stability. Recently it has received intense
international attention through the internal destructiveness and spill-over from conflicts, primarily
those waged in Libya, Syria and, more remotely, Iraq. This Handbook provides an overview of the
political processes that shape the Mediterranean region in the contemporary context. It explores the
issues of crucial importance to Mediterranean dynamics through a series of analytical sections that
guide the reader towards a comprehensive understanding of the main regional interactions and trends.
The Handbook explores: the complex historical formation of the contemporary Mediterranean geopolitical
perspectives issues around peace and conflict the political economy of the region the role of non-state
actors and social movements societal and cultural trends. The wide range of contributions from many of
the leading academic experts on the region offers not only insights into the debates and processes that
structure each theme, but also key pointers for a more general understanding of how distinct political,
economic, social and cultural dynamics interact across the region. It will therefore be a key resource
for policy-makers and students and scholars of Mediterranean politics and international relations.
Legal Geography
Lean for Sales
Child Pornography
Climate Crisis and Consciousness
Essentials of Marketing Research
Contesting Spain? The Dynamics of Nationalist Movements in Catalonia and the Basque Country
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and events from the
textbook are included. Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides give all of the outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes for
your textbook with optional online comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanys:
9781439039434 .
Despite more than half a century of psychological research on creativity we are still far from a clear understanding of the
creative process, its antecedents and consequences and, most of all, the ways in which we can effectively support
creativity. This is primarily due to a narrow focus on creative individuals isolated from culture and society. Rethinking
Creativity proposes a fundamental review of this position and argues that creativity is not only a psychological but a
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sociocultural phenomenon. This edited volume aims to relocate creativity from inside individual minds to the material,
symbolic and social world of culture. It brings together eminent social and cultural psychologists who study dynamic,
transformative and emergent phenomena, and invites them to conceptualise creativity in ways that depart from
mainstream definitions and theoretical models existing in past and present literature on the topic. Chapters include
reflections on the relationship between creativity and difference, creativity as a process of symbolic transformation, the
role of apprenticeships and collaboration, the importance of considering materiality and affordances in creative work, and
the power of imagination to construct individual trajectories. The diverse contributions included in this book offer readers
multiple pathways into the intricate relationship between mind, culture, and creativity, and invite them to rethink these
phenomena in ways that foster creative action within their own life and the lives of those around them. It will be of key
interest to both social and cultural psychologists, as well as to creativity researchers and those who, as part of their
personal or professional life, try to understand creativity and develop creative forms of expression.
The phenomenon of burnout first became the subject of public attention in the mid-1970s. This landmark volume is one of
the first devoted exclusively to theoretical and empirical work on burnout. Each valuable chapter represents the state of
the art in social services research on burnout. Burnout Among Social Workers illustrates and assesses problems with
definitions and theoretical orientations to help clarify the overall conceptual vagueness that has plagued burnout
research since its beginning. Attention is paid to both personal and job-related variables and coping mechanisms. Expert
social work academicians and researchers clearly demonstrate the importance of burnout measurement for theory and
practice and establish important guidelines for subsequent research and theory development in this area.
Climate crisis disrupts the beliefs, values and behaviors of contemporary societies, sparking potential for radical changes
in culture and consciousness. Drawing upon her experience as a Jungian psychotherapist and a researcher in the field of
climate psychology, Sally Gillespie writes about the challenges, dilemmas, opportunities and transformations of engaging
with climate and ecological crises. Many factors shape how we understand and respond to the existential threats of
climate crisis. This accessible book with its discussions about worldviews, cultural myths, emotional resilience, social
connectedness, nature relatedness and collective action explores consciousness change in those most engaged with
climate issues. Calling upon the words and stories of many people, including Indigenous leaders, ecologists, campaigners,
writers and philosophers, Gillespie encourages us to enter into climate conversations to forge emotional resilience,
ecological consciousness and inspired action. With its unique focus on the psychological experience of facing into the
climate crisis, this warm and supportive book offers companionship and sustenance for anyone who wants to be alive to
our natural world and to the existential challenges of today. It is an essential resource for counsellors, psychotherapists,
social workers and other helping professionals, as well as climate campaigners, policy makers, educators, scientists and
researchers.
Manufacturing Knowledge
Studyguide for Global Marketing by Gillespie, Kate
Extending the Conversation
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Handbook of Islamic Marketing
European Gastronomy into the 21st Century
Things I Haven't Told Mom

Created specifically for undergraduate students, this concise text covers the essential concepts of global
marketing with the aid of extensive real-life examples and cases. Global Marketing offers balanced
coverage of developed and developing markets, including insights into the often-overlooked markets of
Africa, Latin America, and the Middle East. Written with the student in mind, the Second Edition features
comprehensive coverage of current topics based on the authors' extensive research and consulting
experience. An early introduction to culture and marketing prepares students to integrate cultural
analysis throughout the course. A chapter dedicated to the understanding of global and local competitors
sets the stage for ongoing discussion of both buyers and competitors in an increasingly competitive
global market. New! A student-friendly, four-color design features up-to-date photographs, maps, and
advertisements that engage students in the material. New! Each chapter includes up to three brief cases
that challenge students to further apply chapter concepts. Cases new to the Second Edition focus on
"Textile Trauma," "The Global Baby Bust, " and "The New Cola Wars," among others. New! Updated
coverage of evolving issues in global marketing includes insights and frameworks from recent academic
and consulting research. Coverage of new topics concerns global brands, outsourcing, consumer
animosity, and social versus commercial global marketing. New! Revised and expanded, the Online Study
Center offers ACE practice tests, links for further exploration of issues in global marketing, and a courselength Country Market Project. The Online Teaching Center includes tips from experienced instructors in
the Country Market Report guide. New! A considerably expanded test bank—now with over 1,500
questions—includes both factual and applied questions. Each chapter features: an opening vignette with
brief anecdotes about global issues or companies; an outline of chapter topics; a set of learning
objectives, which help students identify and assimilate important concepts; and two closing cases, which
challenge students to apply what they have learned. World Beat boxed inserts offer timely, real-world
examples from high-profile companies in Europe, Asia, Africa, the Middle East, and the Americas.
Strategic, comprehensive, and concise, the fifth edition of this popular textbook introduces students to
the important concepts of global marketing today, and their managerial implications. Increasingly,
marketing activities must be integrated at a global level. Yet, the enduring influence of culture requires
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marketers to adapt local strategies in light of cultural differences. Global Marketing takes a strategic
approach, recognizing the need to address both the forces of globalization and those of localization. Key
updates include: Extensive real-life examples and cases from developed and emerging markets, including
Africa, Latin America, and the Middle East; New topics such as digital distribution options, the
participation of customers, and the rise of social media, including Twitter, Facebook, and TikTok;
Updated exploration of often overlooked topics, such as China’s state-owned enterprises, the importance
of diasporas as target markets, the threat of transnational criminal organizations to legitimate
marketers, and new tensions among trading partners; A stronger recognition of the need for a growth
mindset, value orientation, and innovation. Written in a student-friendly style, this fully updated new
edition continues to be the textbook of choice for students of global marketing.
This textbook introduces students to the important concepts of global marketing today, and their
managerial implications. Designed to be shorter than many other textbooks, Global Marketing focuses on
getting to the point faster. Increasingly, marketing activities must be integrated at a global level. Yet, the
enduring influence of culture requires marketers to adapt local strategies in light of cultural differences.
Global Marketing takes a similar strategic approach, recognizing the need to address both the forces of
globalization and those of localization. Other key features include: Coverage of often overlooked topics,
such as the competitive rise of China’s state-owned enterprises; the importance of diasporas as target
markets; and the emerging threat to legitimate marketers from transnational criminal organizations A
chapter dedicated to understanding global and local competitors, setting the stage for ongoing
discussion of both buyers and competitors in an increasingly competitive global marketplace Extensive
real-life examples and cases from developed and emerging markets, including insights into the oftenoverlooked markets of Africa, Latin America, and the Middle East Written in a student-friendly style,
previous editions have received praise from both students and instructors. This edition continues to build
on this strong foundation, making this the book of choice for students of global marketing classes.
This groundbreaking book describes the Lean journey as it extends to a business area that is mission
critical, yet has been virtually untouched by the Lean transformation. Lean for Sales: Bringing the
Science of Lean to the Art of Selling provides sales professionals, and their management teams, with a
structured, fact-based approach to boosting sales close rates and delivering improved business value to
customers. The time-tested Lean selling techniques described in this book have been proven to deliver
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profound results. In fact, it is not uncommon for sales close rates to see a threefold increase over current
rates as a result of using the techniques described in this book. After reading the book, you will
understand how to integrate the science of Lean with the art of sales to: Create winning sales proposals
Use Lean selling storyboards to confirm what is truly valuable to your client and their business Improve
sales team collaboration Define and qualify a client’s unique business problems and goals Manage sales
process performance using a multi-dimensional measurement system that looks beyond sales revenue to
include client value and process effectiveness This book outlines an innovative and proven approach to
creating a common language with your customers that is based on waste elimination, root cause analysis,
and time to value. Making the management of the sales cycle fact-based, rather than leaving it to
intuition, this Lean selling manual presents tools that will enable sales professionals, and their
managers, to collect sales opportunity data early and discard those leads that will ultimately waste
valuable time and resources.
Television, Ethnicity and Cultural Change
Self-management for Actors
Partners of Fortune in the Making of the New South
Routledge Handbook of Mediterranean Politics
Six Years in Mozambique
Diasporas and Diplomacy
Contesting Spain? The Dynamics of Nationalist Movements in Catalonia and the Basque Country
offers an exploration of the dynamics behind contemporary shifts in the orientation of
nationalist parties and movements with reference to Catalonia and the Basque country in Spain.
The chapters were originally papers presented at a workshop held at the Barcelona Centre for
International Affairs (CIDOB) in September 2014 as part of a research project on ‘The Dynamics
of Nationalist Evolution in Contemporary Spain’, whose purpose was to gain a better
understanding of why regionally-based nationalist movements have experienced shifting
relationships with the Spanish state over time, in some periods appearing content with
accommodation between central and regional government and at other times pushing to go beyond
autonomist demands to seek sovereignty or even attain full independence. The volume is one of
the first to focus comparatively on the rise of pro-sovereignty politics in mainstream
nationalist parties, whose evolution has also featured more traditional impulses towards
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territorial accommodation within the wider state. Using the exceptionally rich laboratory
provided by Spain, the book explores the dynamics behind shifts in the orientation of
nationalist parties and movements once they have established themselves as electorally
successful at regional level. Dimensions to the analysis include: the interaction of nationalist
parties with central government; pressures from their support bases; competition between parties
within the home region; and international influences. This title is innovative in bringing
together experts with a range of disciplinary approaches: primarily political scientists but
also historians and scholars located at the cusp between social sciences and humanities.
Set in an alternate present that is a slightly, if dangerously, skewed version of our own,
Keyhole Factory tracks the interwoven destinies of disparate characters up to and beyond the end
of the world-as-we-know-it, brought on by a global super-virus. Beginning with a biting satire
of an academic poetry conference, the novel moves on to encompass the stories of a poetastronaut, a microbiologist contemplating an exit strategy from her high-level job designing
biological weapons, a sports-car-driving killer who stages the aesthetic murders of utopian
commune-dwellers, and a lone pirate radio disc jockey who may be the last person left alive
broadcasting her story to nobody. Allowing form and content to shape each other, William
Gillespie pries open the confusion in a moment of total crisis through a narrative web-work
technique derived from deranged fiction pioneer Harry Stephen Keeler. Part imaginative free-forall and part deeply felt examination of isolation and survival, the individual lives in Keyhole
Factory shine through the chaos in all their beauty and tragedy. With his signature wit and
originality, Gillespie spins a glittering fever-dream that questions our assumptions about the
way we interpret events and our relation to the planet, without ever losing sight of the
underlying experience of what it feels like to be a human being in the world we live in today.
Separately they were formidable—together they were unstoppable. Despite their intriguing lives
and the deep impact they had on their community and region, the story of Richard Joshua Reynolds
(1850–1918) and Katharine Smith Reynolds (1880–1924) has never been fully told. Now Michele
Gillespie provides a sweeping account of how R. J. and Katharine succeeded in realizing their
American dreams. From relatively modest beginnings, R. J. launched the R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Company, which would eventually develop two hugely profitable products, Prince Albert pipe
tobacco and Camel cigarettes. His marriage in 1905 to Katharine Smith, a dynamic woman thirty
years his junior, marked the beginning of a unique partnership that went well beyond the family.
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As a couple, the Reynoldses conducted a far-ranging social life and, under Katharine's
direction, built Reynolda House, a breathtaking estate and model farm. Providing leadership to a
series of progressive reform movements and business innovations, they helped drive one of the
South's best examples of rapid urbanization and changing race relations in the city of WinstonSalem, North Carolina. Together they became one of the New South's most influential elite
couples. Upon R. J.'s death, Katharine reinvented herself, marrying a World War I veteran many
years her junior and engaging in a significant new set of philanthropic pursuits. Katharine and
R. J. Reynolds reveals the broad economic, social, cultural, and political changes that were the
backdrop to the Reynoldses' lives. Portraying a New South shaped by tensions between rural
poverty and industrial transformation, white working-class inferiority and deeply entrenched
racism, and the solidification of a one-party political system, Gillespie offers a masterful
life-and-times biography of these important North Carolinians.
As technology develops and internet-enabled devices become ever more prevalent new opportunities
exist for that technology to be exploited by criminals. One result of this is that cybercrime is
increasingly recognised as a distinct branch of criminal law. This book is designed for students
studying cybercrime for the first time, enabling them to get to grips with an area of rapid
change. The book offers a thematic and critical overview of cybercrime, introducing the key
principles and clearly showing the connections between topics as well as highlighting areas
subject to debate. Written with an emphasis on the law in the UK but considering in detail the
Council of Europe’s important Convention on Cybercrime, this text also covers the jurisdictional
aspects of cybercrime in international law. Themes discussed include crimes against computers,
property, offensive content, and offences against the person, and recent controversial areas
such as cyberterrorism and cyber-harassment are explored. Clear, concise and critical, this text
offers a valuable overview of this fast-paced and growing area of law.
2021 Global food policy report: Transforming food systems after COVID-19: Synopsis
Imagination in Human and Cultural Development
Re-imagining Our World and Ourselves
Law and Policy
Rethinking Social Democracy in Western Europe
Cosmopolitan Contact Zones at the BBC World Service (1932-2012)
A revealing and gripping investigation into how social media platforms police what we post online—and the large societal impact of these
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decisions Most users want their Twitter feed, Facebook page, and YouTube comments to be free of harassment and porn. Whether faced with
“fake news” or livestreamed violence, “content moderators”—who censor or promote user ‘posted content—have never been more
important. This is especially true when the tools that social media platforms use to curb trolling, ban hate speech, and censor pornography can
also silence the speech you need to hear. In this revealing and nuanced exploration, award ‘winning sociologist and cultural observer
Tarleton Gillespie provides an overview of current social media practices and explains the underlying rationales for how, when, and why these
policies are enforced. In doing so, Gillespie highlights that content moderation receives too little public scrutiny even as it is shapes social norms
and creates consequences for public discourse, cultural production, and the fabric of society. Based on interviews with content moderators,
creators, and consumers, this accessible, timely book is a must ‘read for anyone who’s ever clicked “like” or “retweet.”
Child Pornography: Law and Policy draws on interdisciplinary work in order to critically address the law relating to child pornography.
Russian Cinema provides a lively and informative exploration of the film genres that developed during Russia's tumultuous history, with
discussion of the work of Eisenstein, Pudovkin, Mikhalkov, Paradzhanov, Sokurov and others. The background section assesses the contribution
of visual art and music, especially the work of the composers Shostakovich and Prokofev, to Russian cinema. Subsequent chapters explore a
variety of topics: The literary space - the cinematic rendering of the literary text, from 'Sovietized' versions to bolder and more innovative
interpretations, as well as adaptations of foreign classics The Russian film comedy looks at this perennially popular genre over the decades, from
the 'domestication' of laughter under Stalin to the emergence of satire The historical film - how history has been used in film to affirm prevailing
ideological norms, from October to Taurus Women and Russian film discusses some of the female stars of the Soviet screen (Liubov Orlova,
Vera Alentova, Liudmila Gurchenko), as well as films made by male and female directors, such as Askoldov and Kira Muratova Film and
ideology shows why ideology was an essential component of Soviet films such as The Maxim Trilogy, and how it was later definitively rejected
The Russian war film looks at Civil War and Second World War films, and the post-Soviet treatment of recent conflicts in Afghanistan and
Chechnya Private life and public morality explores the evolution of melodramas about youth angst, town and village life, personal relationships,
and the emergence of the dominant sub-genre of the 1990s, the gangster thriller Autobiography, memory and identity offers a close reading of
the work of Andrei Tarkovskii, Russia's greatest post-war director, whose films, including Andrei Rublev and Mirror, place him among the
foremost European auteur film-makers Russian Cinema offers a close analysis of over 300 films illustrated with representative stills throughout.
As with other titles in the Inside Film series it includes comprehensive filmographies, a thorough bibliography and an annotated further reading
list. The book is a jargon-free, accessible study that will be of interest to undergraduates of film studies, modern languages, Russian language
and literature, as well as cineastes, film teachers and researchers.
With $150 and the belief that all children should be given the skills to keep themselves and their loved ones alive, Amy Gillespie set out for
Mozambique to meet the Goliath who had whispered to her in the night, “Come find me.” She could not have imagined all that she would
witness and experience on her journey… beauty, inspiration, humor; as well as corruption, unimaginable suffering, and shadowy threats from
unlikely sources. Six Years in Mozambique explores one woman's experience of the gritty reality of aid work, sexuality, and spirituality in SubSaharan Africa. It takes a raw look at what it's like to be a single woman, on the edge of forty years of age, setting off to chase down Goliath,
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fully certain of success; and how that incredible journey led her to universal truths and surrender. With its sweeping honesty, "Six Years in
Mozambique" is the portrayal of an every day life turned extraordinary when a purposeful heart overcomes. This is the story of change -- the
change that happens to you and because of you. Feeling a pulse on every page, it is the heartbeat of determination that tells the story of where
real life meets the world according to Africa.
Studyguide for Global Marketing by Gillespie, Kate, ISBN 9781439039434
Perspectives and Methods
Economics for Business
How Libertarian Politics Can Fix What's Wrong with America
A Novel
Politics, Intersections and Hierarchies in a Multispecies World
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again Virtually all testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and events are included.
Cram101 Textbook Outlines gives all of the outlines, highlights, notes for your textbook with optional online
practice tests. Only Cram101 Outlines are Textbook Specific. Cram101 is NOT the Textbook. Accompanys:
9780521673761
Writing centres exist in nearly every university in the US. This title seeks to open, to formalize, and to further
the dialogue about research in and about writing centres. The essays in this volume offer accounts of research
and demonstrate a range of methodologies.
Professor Ailsa McKay, who was known not only for her work as a feminist economist but also her influence on
Scottish social and economic policy, died in 2014 at the height of her academic career and impact on public life.
Organised around the key themes of Ailsa McKay’s work, this collection brings together eminent contributors to
argue for the importance of making women's roles and needs more visible in economic and social policies.
Feminist Economics and Public Policy presents a uniquely coherent analysis of key issues including gender
mainstreaming, universal childcare provision and universal basic income security, in the context of today’s
challenging economic and political environments. It draws on international perspectives to look at the economic
role of women, presenting readers with interrelated sections on gender budgeting and work and childcare,
before concluding with a discussion on Citizens Basic Income and how it could contribute towards a more
efficient, equitable social security system. The theoretical, empirical and practice based contributions assembled
here present recommendations for more effective public policy, working towards a world in which women’s
diverse roles are recognized and fully accounted for. This book is a unique collection, which will be of great
relevance to those studying gender and economics, as well as to researchers or policy makers.
Foundations of Economics
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Custodians of the Internet
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